Abstract. This paper reviews recent experimental results on hard probes in heavy-ion collisions from the ALICE and STAR Collaboration. These studies include various observables characterizing jet properties like nuclear modification factors, recoil jet yields, di-jet and photon-jet energy imbalance, and the observables characterizing jet properties like jet fragmentation function and jet shapes; and measurements of high-p T charged hadrons from jet fragmentation and triggered particle correlations will be highlighted.
Introduction
The experimental heavy-ion program aims to explore the phases of nuclear matter, the structure of the nucleus and the nucleons, and the properties of the Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP), the primordial state of matter that exists during a few hundreds of microseconds in the early universe until the hadron phase transition. Hot and dense de-confined matter, the QGP state, is formed by colliding heavy ions at ultrarelativistic energies [1] . The study of the QGP in the laboratory will allow us to gain a more profound understanding of quantum chromodynamics (QCD), the theory of the strong interaction. Extending the study of QCD to dynamical, complex systems will let us learn how macroscopic properties of matter emerge from the fundamental microscopic laws of particle physics. The determinations of fundamental properties of this state of matter, such as the critical temperature, the degrees of freedom, and in general the transport coefficients is the objective of heavy-ion physics.
Transport properties, linked to the strong interaction properties at high temperature and high colorcharge density as well as macroscopic properties of the QGP, can be inferred by studying how elementary particles of the Standard Model propagate through the medium. A large variety of observables are available to the experimentalist to infer the medium properties and to understand the dynamic evolution of the heavy ion collisions. On one hand, soft probes, which have transverse momentum compatible with the temperature of the system, allow us to explore the fluid dynamics and thermodynamics of the QGP and measure the relevant associated parameters. On the other hand, hard probes (high p T or high mass), that involve scales incompatible with the thermal medium, are exploited as "external" probes of the QGP to understand its interactions depending on the color charge, mass and flavor of the probe. In order to establish the (thermo)dynamics properties of the QGP itself, detailed and comprehensive measurements employing different probes have been performed at RHIC and at LHC and a wealth of information has been collected already [2] [3] [4] [5] . There is a good qualitative understanding of the hard probe interactions with the medium, but the complete quantitative understanding of the heavy-ion collision dynamics is still missing.
Jet quenching is a phenomenon that has been observed for all hadron species at high p T as a pronounced suppression of the production in heavy-ion collisions relative to pp collisions. These high p T hadrons originate from hard scattered partons produced in the initial stage of the collisions and lose energy while traversing the medium. The partonic shower generated by the hard scattering process following its fragmentation is measured as a collimated jet of hadrons. Due to the jet quenching, both the jet energy and its composition can be modified by the medium. Comparing the jet fragmentation and structure measured in proton-proton and heavy-ion collisions will reveal experimentally these modifications. Studying the jet fragmentation pattern and jet structure as a function of parton color charge and quark mass can provide discriminative and crucial information on the parton-shower and energy loss mechanism that in turn will enable to characterize qualitatively and quantitatively the parton-medium interactions. It is well established that the parton energy loss is a consequence of the modification of the hard-scattering processes in the final state of the heavy ion collisions at RHIC and LHC [2] [3] [4] [5] , which is accompanied by an enhancement of low p T hadrons, suggesting a softening of jet fragmentations.
In the following, we summarize the charged hardons R AA , inclusive and D 0 -tagged jet production and nuclear modification factor R AA , the recoil jet yield and jet broadening using two particle correlations. The measurements of tagged jet fragmentation properties using triggered particle correlations will be also highlighted.
Nuclear modification factor R AA
The nuclear modification factor, R AA , is defined as the ratio of the particle production in Pb-Pb divided by the spectrum in pp collisions scaled by the average number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions N c oll:
It is constructed such that R AA equals unity if there is no net nuclear modification of the spectrum in Pb-Pb collisions as compared to an incoherent superposition of independent pp collisions. In a simplified picture, R AA ratio involves both cold nuclear matter effects arising from nuclear parton distribution function modifications and the parton energy loss experienced by hard probes when traversing the hot QCD medium. Fig. 1 shows the R AA of charged hadrons measured by ALICE in Pb-Pb collisions at √ s NN = 2.76 and 5.02 TeV in different centrality bins. The nuclear modification factor has a strong centrality dependence, and is very similar in magnitude for the two collision energies. Given that the p T spectrum is harder at the higher energy, this similarity of the R AA indicates a larger parton energy loss in the hotter/denser and longer-lived deconfined medium produced at the higher center-of-mass energy. A comparison of the nuclear modification factors as a function of < dN ch /dη > in Xe-Xe and Pb-Pb collisions for three different regions of p T (low, medium, and high) is shown in Fig. 2 . A remarkable similarity in R AA is observed between Xe-Xe collision at jet p T spectra in Pb-Pb and compare them to the production in pp collisions, and form their ratios R AA , for each centrality bin, careful treatment of the jet energy resolutions, as well as the application of unfolding methods are necessary. The preliminary results of the jet nuclear modification factors between 10 and 150 GeV/c of jet p T are presented in Fig. 3 , in six centrality bins, 0-5% representing the 5% most central Pb-Pb collisions. A suppression of the jet yield reconstructed from Pb-Pb data is observed, which is increasing with jet p T , and the R AA measured by different jet resolution parameters are consistent within uncertainties. There is a hint of more suppression for low p T D 0 -tagged jets than for inclusive jets at higher p T . However, since there is no overlap range between the two measurements, one can not draw final conclusions.
On the other hand, one indeed observed flavor dependent energy loss by studying the different particle species at lower p T . 
Semi-inclusive recoil jet production
The measurement of reconstructed jets over a wide range in jet energy and jet resolution parameter (R) is required for the comprehensive understanding of jet quenching in heavy-ion collisions. Such measurements are challenging, however, due to the presence of complex, uncorrelated background to the jet signal, and the need to minimize biases in the selected jet population imposed by background suppression techniques. A new approach based on the semi-inclusive distribution of charged jets recoiling from a high-p T charged hadron trigger, called "h-jet" coincidence, is deployed, where the scaling of the nuclear overlap function T AA is not needed. This approach enables the collinear-safe measurement in heavy-ion collisions of reconstructed jets with low infrared cutoff over a wide range of jet energy and R. Moreover, the uncorrelated background to the recoil jet signal is corrected solely at the level of ensemble-averaged distributions, without event-by-event discrimination of jet signal from background, using a technique that exploits the phenomenology of jet production in QCD. ∆ recoil is the difference between two semi-inclusive recoil jet distributions for the Signal and Reference triggered track (TT) classes, is defined as [9] :
AA jet dp ch T,jet dη jet
The scale factor c Ref , which is within a few percent of unity, arises because the higher TT class has a larger rate of true coincident recoil jets, and the integrals of the distributions are largely uncorrelated with TT class. The ∆ recoil observable suppresses the uncorrelated jet yield in a purely data-driven way. It is directly comparable to theoretical calculations, without the need to model the heavy-ion collision background, due to utilization of a hadron trigger, the semi-inclusive nature of the observables, and the background suppression technique. The only non-perturbative component required to calculate the hard-process bias is the inclusive charged hadron fragmentation function (in-vacuum or quenched) for the trigger hadron. Fig. 5 show the semi-inclusive recoil jet distribution and its ratio in different centrality classes measured by STAR in Au-Au collisions at √ s NN = 200 GeV and by ALICE in p-Pb collisions at √ s NN = 5.02 TeV with the jet resolution parameter R = 0.4. The automatic background removal allows for larger radii and lower jet p T reach. The semi-inclusive recoil jet yield is suppressed in central collisions compared to peripheral collisions (left) [10] . While such ∆ recoil ratio in different centralities indicate more modifications in p-Pb collisions [11] .
Jet Peak Broadening
The measurements using two-particle angular correlations between trigger (high-p T ) particles and associated particles have been extensively used to search for remnants of the radiated energy and the medium response to the high-p T parton when jet reconstruction is challenging, i.e. where standard jet finding algorithms cannot be invoked event by event over the fluctuating background, especially for low p T jets. The presence of a "trigger" particle, having p T greater than some selected value, serves as part of the selection criteria to analyze the event for a hard scattering. By varying the transverse momentum for trigger (p T,trig ) particles one can probe different momentum scales to study the interplay of soft and hard processes. Dihadron angular correlations represent a powerful complementary tool to study jet modifications on a statistical basis in an energy region where jets cannot be reconstructed. Such studies involve measuring the distributions of the relative azimuthal angle δφ and pseudo-rapidity δη between particle pairs consisting of a trigger particle in a certain transverse momentum p T,trig interval and an associated particle in a p T,assoc interval. In these correlations, jet production manifests itself as a peak centered around δφ = 0 and δη = 0 (near-side peak) and a structure elongated in δη at δφ = π (the away side or recoil region).
In order to characterize the near-side peak shape, a simultaneous fit of the peak, the combinatorial background, and the long-range correlation background stemming from collective effects is performed as as a function of δφ and δη. The extracted shape parameters σ δφ and σ δη are presented in Fig. 6 . The peak width increases towards central events, which is most pronounced in the lowest p T bin. In the higher p T bins no significant width increase can be observed. In the δη direction (right panel) a much larger broadening is found towards central collisions [12] . Similar measurements have been performed by the STAR Collaboration, and a similar observation has been obtained as shown in Fig. 7 . 
Tagged jet fragmentation
The study of correlations between identified particles and jets allows us to characterize the different flavor jet fragmentation process and its possible modification in a hot nuclear matter environment. The measurement of light-and heavy-flavour jets gives more direct access to the initial parton kinematics and can provide further constraints for different quark energy loss models, in particular adding information on how the radiated energy is dissipated in the medium. It can provide information on the possible flavour dependence of jet quenching in the medium. Direct photons are produced during the early stage of the collision, through leading-order pQCD processes such as quark-gluon Compton scattering (qg → qγ) and quark-antiquark pair annihilation (qq → gγ ). In these processes the
